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Seismic Amplitude Inversion in Reflection TomographyPergamon, 2003

	This is the first book of its kind on seismic amplitude inversion in the context of reflection tomography. The aim of the monograph is to advocate the use of ray-amplitude data, separately or jointly with traveltime data, in reflection seismic tomography.

	

	The emphasis of seismic exploration is on imaging techniques, so that...
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Intelligent Tutoring Systems: 10th International Conference, ITS 2010, Pittsburgh, PASpringer, 2010

	The 10th International Conference on Intelligent Tutoring Systems, ITS 2010, continued
	the bi-annual series of top-flight international conferences on the use of advanced
	educational technologies that are adaptive to users or groups of users. These highly
	interdisciplinary conferences bring together researchers in the learning sciences,...
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Open Source: Technology and PolicyCambridge University Press, 2007
"Provide[s] a well laid out review of the open source movement, including its technologies, policies, and impact and implications.... Overall, this book ties together the many interlocking pieces within the development and history of the open source movement."  -- A. Hollister, State University of Cortland, CHOICE     

The open...
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Seismic Imaging and Inversion: Volume 1: Application of Linear Inverse TheoryCambridge University Press, 2012

	Extracting information from seismic data requires knowledge of seismic wave propagation and reflection. The commonly used method involves solving linearly for a reflectivity at every point within the Earth, but this book follows an alternative approach which invokes inverse scattering theory. By developing the theory of seismic imaging from...
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Physics For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2004
Does just thinking about the laws of motion make your head spin? Does studying electricity short your circuits? Do the complexities of thermodynamics cool your enthusiasm?
    Thanks to this book, you don’t have to be Einstein to understand physics. As you read about Newton’s Laws, Kepler’s Laws, Hooke’s Law, Ohm’s...
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Grid Computing For Developers (Programming Series)Charles River, 2005
Learn the Future of Computing Today!
Many industry analysts believe that Grid computing will be the next big wave in technology. It is so promising that major technology companies such as IBN, Microsoft, Oracle, and Sun are allocating significant quantities of resources for Grid research and development. A Developer’s Guide to Grid...
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The Foundations of Signal IntegrityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The first book to focus on the electromagnetic basis of signal integrity


	The Foundations of Signal Integrity is the first of its kind—a reference that examines the physical foundation of system integrity based on electromagnetic theory derived from Maxwell's Equations. Drawing upon the cutting-edge...
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Introduction to Statistical Pattern Recognition, Second Edition (Computer Science & Scientific Computing)Academic Press, 1990

	This completely revised second edition presents an introduction to statistical pattern recognition. Pattern recognition in general covers a wide range of problems: it is applied to engineering problems, such as character readers and wave form analysis as well as to brain modeling in biology and psychology. Statistical decision and estimation,...
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Digital Signal Processing Techniques and Applications in Radar Image Processing (Information and Communication Technology Series,)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
A self-contained approach to DSP techniques and applications in radar imaging
The processing of radar images, in general, consists of three major fields: Digital Signal Processing (DSP); antenna and radar operation; and algorithms used to process the radar images. This book brings together material from these different areas to allow readers to...
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Intelligent Tutoring Systems: 10th International Conference, ITS 2010, Pittsburgh, PASpringer, 2010

	The 10th International Conference on Intelligent Tutoring Systems, ITS 2010, continued
	the bi-annual series of top-flight international conferences on the use of advanced
	educational technologies that are adaptive to users or groups of users. These highly
	interdisciplinary conferences bring together researchers in the learning sciences,...
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Introduction to Distributed AlgorithmsCambridge University Press, 1995

	The lower cost and increased flexibility and availability of computer networks means that they are rapidly replacing centralized 'mainframes'. The implementation of networked systems and the control of applications running in them require, however, the design of new techniques and methods: collectively known as distributed algorithms....
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Magnetics, Dielectrics, and Wave Propagation with MATLAB® CodesCRC Press, 2010

	
		Because future microwave, magnetic resonance, and wave propagation systems will involve miniature devices, nanosize structures, multifunctional applications, and composites of various types of materials, their development requires distinctly multidisciplinary collaborations. That means specialized approaches will not be sufficient to...
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